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AbslracL OWing thc last dccadc ncw experimcntal mc.thods have cmerged ,,!lowing micromanip
ulation of single molecules. Using tilesc mc.thods one can monitor the mechililism of somc force
driven phase tmllsiliolls at the levc! oC a single molccule. Lattice models represent useful too! for 
thcordical understanding of such transitions. Here we study the force-indnccd desorption of a lin
ear polymer adsorhed on " boundary of the SiellJinski g, k t fraelal. The polymer is modeled by 
a self-avoiding walk, with an allraction for c.very step of th . walk on the boundary, anct repnlsion 
for every step ill the lJrstlayer next to the boundary. The walk is subject to a sLretciling force which 
hinders the adsorption. The hierarchical nalllre of the lattice we consider enahles an exact treat
ment which yields the phase diagram (lnd the criticaJ behavior. We sllow that for this model there is 
no low-tempcrature re-entrancc, and we find th(lt the force-induced desorption transition is of first 
order. 

When a polymer chain interacts with an impenctrable surface it conformat ional pror
enies are strongly modified relative W its bulk propcrlics [1]. his is uue to a subtle: 
competition between the gain of internal energy ncar an attractive surface and a cor
responding loss of entropy due to constraints imposed by the impenet rable surface. Tr 
the surface is strongly attractive, the polymer chaiIl sticks to the surface, whercas for 
weak attraction it prefers to stay away from the surface. Thus, when the temperature is 
increased, thl~re is a transition from ausorbed to uesorbcJ state, marked by a transition 
temperature Ta . If auditionally a forccj' is applieu to the polymer, Ihis lrunsilion is al
tered, which can bc investigated experimentally by using micromanipulalion tcchniqucs 
[2]. When force pulls the polymer away from the surfacc, one expects a critical value 
Jr.(T), such that for f < j;(T) the polymcr will be ausorbeu, while for f __ Ir(T) it will 
be desorbed. The curve j~(T), therefore, can be regarded as a boundary that scparates 
the uesorbed phase from the adsorbed phase in the (T,J) plane. 

In order [0 investigate the corresponding pbase Jiagram analylic:llly we moud the 
polymer by a seLf-avoiuing walk (SAW) on Sierpinski gasket (SG) fractal. Pure adsorp
tion of SAW on SG was analyzed in f3J, where one houndary of the SeT lattice repre
sented :In attractive surface, whereas to each N-step w,'llk, having 1\1 steps along the wall. 
and R steps in the layer adjacent to the wall, the weight xN"",M1R was associated. Here 
Boltzmann factor w = cxp( -£wIkBT) > J was introuuccd to take into account attractive 
intcrac~ion bet ween the surface and the polymer chain segments lying in the surface. The 
second Boltzmann factor I = exp(-c, IksT) < 1 takes into account repulsive interaction 
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between the sUltace and the chain segments in the first neighborhood of the wall. It is 
necessary to introduce it since for I 2 I the chain is always adsorbed. Now, to mOdel the 
influence of Coree f on polymer behavior in these conditions, we add the Ihird Boltz
mann factor y = exp(J /kIJT), so that the weight or SAW is XiV II.M {RyL, where L is length 
of SAW's projection on the direction of f, measured in elementary triangle edges (N, M 
and R have the same meaning as in the pure adsorption case). For instance, weight of 
the SAW depicted in hg. 1 is equal to X IH H)2{3yH. 

FIGlJRE 1. An example of self-avoiding walk lraversing Ihc slrllclure obtained alkr the third step of 
the r ~enrsive construction of thc Sierpinski gaskcl fractal. Horizontal bOllndary of the lallice represents 
the altral:ljve wall, whereas the force f is dircClcd along the second boundary. 

\Ve investigate the phase diagram within the framework of exact real-space renor
malization group (RG) method. For the complete RG description we introduce 12 RG 
parameters, each of them having the form 

B(k) (x) = L J?;(k)(N,k],R,L).J!VWHtRi, 
N,i'd,R,L 

where /!i;(k)(N,M,R,I,) is the number of N-slep SAWs travcrsing the slmcturc oblained 
at Lhc kth step of Lhe SG construction in a particular way (see Fig. 2). I,I can be shown 
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FIGlJRE 2. The particillar way, in which SAWs traverse the SG strnclUrc (represcnted by tllC triangle), 
for each Rei p,u·amelcr. Thick gray lines rcpre,enl the attractil'e wall, whereas heavy arrows correspond 
to the direction of th<?- force r acting on Ihe polymer chain. 
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TABLE 1. Possihk nontrivial RG fixed points, obtained for differcnt values of the Boltzmann param
eter W, and tbe critical vallie of thc fugacity x. Value of B2a depends on the values of 1 anu y. 

W,x HI 8 2 B 3 84 85 86 B la 82a 83a B4a B5a B(" 

W< w'(I,y). x = xAy) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Bia 0 () 0 () 

W= W'(I,y), x = xc(y) 0 J 0 0 0 0 I Bia 0 0 0 
w> w'(I,y),x~Xc(YII,W) 0 () () () 0 0 I 0 () () () () 

that RG paramcters satisfy Ihe following recursion relations: 
I 2 '2 /..,.


13 1 8 1 +818 2136, 132=132+1318283, 133 =H'j +8 4H3Jh ,
 
I 2 2 I.,

134 = 134 + 13.,,8413s, 13 
I 

s = 13s +13413s136, 136 = Bij + 8sB6B I, 
I 

B]a BTa + 132a136a13 I, 13~lI = B}lIB} + B llI132a B.", B~a - 13"'u13." +13411B"'lI B} , 
I 

B4a 8L + B3a R4 RSa, s'Sa ,'-' RsBsa -+- B6 BsaR4a , R~a';:;;; B6 H6a -+ RSB6a R 1" , 

where "prime" denotes RCI parameters at the (k + 1)tll stage of the SCI constIUction, 
whereas the parameters on the right-hand side of these equations correspond to the kth 

stage. Starting with the initial condilions: B~O) = xyY, 13~O) = .\}', 13~O) = xJY, B,~(J) ~ 
xl Ai); B(O) = xl)' B(O) =- xl IV 13(0) =-- xw IV), 13(0) -= Xly B(O) _ Xl IVy 13(0) = nvl .j'~Vf J 5 '6 v_r , la V.J' 2a '30 v·r , 4a ]fJ 

8~~,l = xl IY, 8~~) o~, Xl IJ}" corresponding to the unit triangle, one can explore the Aow
diagram, and subsequcntly establish the phase diagram. 

Numerical analysis of thc flow-diagram shows that for each combiuation of I and y 
values there is a particular value of w - w· (l ,Y), such that for IV < w+(l ,y) polymer chain 
is desorbed, and for w > w*(/,y) it is adsorbed, so that the value \11 =w"(r,v) marks the 
desorption t.ransition. The corresponding RG fixed points arc sUll1mari/.ed in Table I. Tn 
Fig. 3 we show the dependence of the critical fugacity Xc on the value of w, for r = 0.(,. 
Y = 3. It ean be seen [hat the first dcrivat ive of Xc (y, r, w) is disconl inuoLl , indicating I ha[ 
the corresponding phase transition is of the first order. The similar plots arc obtained for 
olher values o[ I and y, except for y 1, for which the l.ine xc(y - 1J. w) is smooth. Of 
course, value y =-- I corresponds 10 the "pure-adsorplion" case [3], and, indeed, presence 
of the force changes the nature ol" the phase transition under study. 

From the defini[jon of Boltzmann factors wand)' foUows Ihal temperature and force 
can be expressed as: T -I£:"V (kli In 11'), and f -- 1£".lln)'1 In w. 'rhus, knowing \'v' (r ,y), 
one can calculate corresponding T and f;.('1'), and by varyiFlg y, with I fixed, [he phase 
diagram in the (1',/) plane can be obtained. Cril.icalline J~.(T), plotted for several values 
of r and I~I'I = 1, is shown in rig 4. One can see [11'-11 the critical force 1,(1') decreases 
when l' increases, i.1!. there is no re-entrance. The same result was obtained for regular 
2d lattice: exac[ly for directed random walks in [4j, for SAWs, using Monte Carlo 
simulation in [5], and also [or SAWs in [A], using an exact enumeration technique. J{e
entrant phase diagram (with a pronounced maximum at low te1l\peralures) was found for 
3d lattices in these papers, as well as for DNA unzipping models [71. Therefore, it would 
be inLeresting to investigate force-induced desorption oj:' SAW on 3d Sierpinski gaskc:~1 

lattice, which is a more realistic, as well as more complicated case, but still amenabk to 
exact RG trealmenl. The work on this probIcrn is in progress. 
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FIGURE 3. Critical valne of the fngacily x as function of HI, for I ",0.6. and y = 3. From the zoomed 
insct it is seen that the first derivative of X,,(y.l, IV) is discontinuous. 
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FIC{.JHE 4. Force-temperature phase diagram for several valnes or the Holtzmann parameter I. 
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